
SEVERAL ISSUES 

1. The Meadow Beach residents affected negatively had NO input. These people have lived here and contributed to 

the community for almost two decades, but—in spite of repeatedly pleading to be involved—were completely 

excluded from the process. Oddly—Meadow Beach paid the bill. 

2. However, the Onyx residents who gained from hedging the forest had huge input, to the point that they stood on 

their balconies directing which branches should come down.  We were told to shut up and back off. 

3. The day of the cutting, the foreman said “I guess this was a little too aggressive…”  as he surveyed the damage. 

The head of the Landscape committee was also with us as we watched in horror. As lovely 40 foot trees were  

reduced to 15 foot stumps, he said —in a stunning cruel lapse—“It will look better in a few years”. My neighbor 

just looked at him and said—”Gordon—I am 82 years old. 

4. Some of my Meadow Beach neighbors were here even before the Onyx was built. They bought behind a forest  

BECAUSE of the forest. The Onyx folks purchased homes with a forest in front of them, then—shocked that the 

trees grew UP, UP, UP—spent close to a decade demanding that Meadow Beach cut those trees.  

THE CLC MUST DEAL WITH CUTTING TREES FOR VIEWS 

There have been many conflicts in Craig Bay created when trees were cut solely for views. We have lost good people, we 

have had neighbor pitted against neighbor, strata against strata, we have had “insider deals” - friends helping friends. 

Quite simply, the only answer is to stop all tree cutting for view corridors so we maintain our precious forest landscapes. 

More recently —this issue almost drove several more of us from Craig Bay. In early October 2017, the Meadow Beach 

strata paid several thousand dollars to top, hedge and spiral a thin row of pristine trees located on Meadow Beach 

property to dramatically open views for the Onyx. Sadly, these actions reduced a beautiful forest behind four Meadow 

Beach homes to a hacked, wounded, scruffy hedge with a few spiraled trees poking above. Thanks to the actions of our 

Meadow Beach council, we eight Meadow Beach residents lost OUR views, some of our privacy , our delightful summer 

shade, AND our homes were devalued. And—amazingly—we paid for it. 

ARE THERE LESSONS? 

1. Each strata must look after the needs and desires of their OWN residents FIRST. 

2. Remember to keep the humanity in any decision. These decisions affect real people—your friends and neighbors, 

many of whom have been passionately dedicated to Craig Bay for decades.  ALL RESIDENTS AFFECTED SHOULD 

HAVE INPUT, especially when their quality of living will be negatively affected. 

3. Don’t cut trees for views. Ever! Meadow Beach residents were told repeatedly that MB doesn’t cut trees for views, 

then they cut 45 trees—solely for views. Until the CLC establishes a clear “NO CUTTING FOR VIEWS” guideline,  

stratas and neighbours will be continually pitted against each other, and people with hidden agendas will rule. 

My view… I got lucky—the Onyx only wanted to cut half the trees One of many tall stumps—our new hedge 


